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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

PLAINTIFF 

v. 

Scott Quinn Berkett 

DEFENDANT. 

CASE NUMBER 

21-cr-292-MCS 

APPLICATION FOR 
REVIEW/RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 

SETTING CONDITIONS OF 
RELEASE/DETENTION 

(18 U.S.C. §3142) AND REQUEST FOR HEARING 

Application is made by □ plaintiff r£ defendant _S_c_o_tt_B_e_rk_e_t_t __________________ _ 
that a hearing be held to review /reconsider the decision of 

□ United States District Judge _______________ by order dated: __________ _ 

ref Magistrate Judge Jacqueline Chooljian by order dated: __ 6_/7 __ /2_0 __ 2_1 _______ _ 

ri denying release and imposing detention under subsection □ (d) or ri(e) of Title 18 U.S.C. §3142; or 
□ ordering release upon certain conditions, or 
□ denying detention. 

This application is made ii pre-sentence □ post-sentence based on the following facts not previously considered by 
said judicial officer or changed circumstances as follows: 

Information in the accompanying letters to the Court regarding Scott Berkett's background and character, documenting his 
law-abiding and non-violent history and nature, and strong community ties, and confirming the availability of (1) resources 
to secure a reasonable bond, and (2) his family's home for purposes of home confinement. 

Relief sought (be specific): 

Release subject to (1) home confinement, except with the advance approval of the Pretrial Services Agency, for purposes of 
travel to/from medical appointments, or meetings with defense counsel and/or experts; and (2) reasonable conditions of 
home confinement including non-availability of Internet-accessible devices for use by Scott Berkett. 

Counsel for the defendant and plaintiff United States Government consulted on _8_/2_/2_0_2_1 __________ _ 
and opposing counsel declines to stipulate to an order providing the relief sought. 

ri Telephonic notice given to ii AUSA □ Defendant's Counsel □ PSA □ Interpreter □ USM □ Probation 
on 8/2/2021 

An interpreter is □ required rf not required. Language 
Defendant is ri in custody □ not in custody. 

~/ff/ZJ 
Date Moving Party 

CR-88 (06/07) 

APPLICATION FOR REVIEW/RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER SETTING CONDITIONS OF 
RELEASE/DETENTION, (18 U.S.C. §3142) AND REQUEST FOR HEARING 
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1. Jeff and Marybeth Berkett, Parents
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Jeff & Marybeth Berkett 

August 2, 2021 

To: The Hon. United States District Magistrate Judge 

Re: Scott Berkett's Bail Motion 

Your Honor, 

We are the natural parents of Scott Berkett, Jeff and Marybeth Berkett. Scott has Lived 
with us since his birth, except for three semesters when he was a student at 
Washington State University. Thank you for considering releasing Scott on bond. 

We know Scott is not a threat to the community or any other person, and are confident 
he will Live up to all terms and conditions of release. We hope some understanding of 
the Scott that we have known throughout his life will show you he is worthy of being 
released while the case against him goes forward. 

Please consider home detention for Scott, in our home in Beverly Hills. This is the 
home we own, and where we have Lived in for 25 years. It is the only home Scott has 
known since birth. Jeff's side of our family has Lived in Beverly Hills for four 
generations, and there are new generations younger than Scott in Beverly Hills and 
Los Angeles. Marybeth and her family have lived in the San Fernando Valley since 
1958. ALL uncles and aunts of Scott on both sides of the family live in the Los Angeles 
area. We all celebrate many holidays and special family occasions together. To say 
that Scott has strong family and community ties to this area would be an 
understatement. 

We recognize that Scott's release on home confinement would include electronic 
monitoring. We also are agreeable to all other reasonable measures of release 
ordered by the Court. We will fully cooperate with the Pretrial Services Agency to 
make sure that Scott cannot access the Internet, an issue the Court referenced at prior 
proceedings. We are confident this can be done in our home, including by password
protecting and/or removing Internet-accessible devices from our home, or even by 
suspending Internet service to our home. We are more than willing to do these things 
to satisfy the Court and to have our son home with us. In light of the Court's prior 
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statements, we hope this would sufficiently address any conceivable concerns that 
Scott could be a .,danger to the community" because of Internet access. 

When it comes to "danger to the community," Scott poses no danger. He has no history 
whatsoever of being violent. He has never been engaged in any fighting. There are no 
firearms in our home. Scott has never had an alcohol or drug problem. Indeed, Scott 
has always been concerned about the safety of others. 

One example of Scott's concern for others' safety is when he was a student at 
Washington State University. He was friends with a group that maintained an unofficial 
safety escort patrol for female students walking alone Late at night. His group would 
not drink, and would stand by near the fraternities so they (as a group) could walk 
female students safely to their homes if they were walking alone, Late at night, and 
wanted to be escorted, after being asked if they needed assistance to get home. They 
also kept an eye out for potential stalkers, and we heard about at least two students 
who needed assistance. The group never dated any of the students they escorted -
they were only out to help protect them. Scott was very proud to be a part of that 
group. One of Scott's friends in the group even ended up joining campus security. 

Scott is very rule-oriented and respectful of Law. He has no criminal record - he has 
never even received a traffic ticket! Indeed, he reminds us to always use turn signals 
or to put on our seat belt if we forget, and has even chastised his father on occasion 
for distracted driving. Since the pandemic, he has made sure he and his father wear a 
mask when out of our home, even when others were not around. He is also very 
honest. 

Over the years we have Listened to parents complain about their kids twisting the truth. 
We have been fortunate that with his code of behavior we didn't experience that. A 
good example - of many - illustrating his honesty is when he had an opportunity to get 
the vaccine early. When he arrived at the health facility, they asked him if he was a 
first responder or healthcare worker. He told them the truth ("no"), understanding this 
meant he wouldn't get the shot and would have to wait another few months to be 
vaccinated. He told us that he knew being truthful would delay him being able to gather 
with friends until he would be vaccinated in a few months That's who Scott is. He has 
volunteered with Helping Hand, a community outreach program in Santa Monica, and 
The Beverly Hills Gardens, overseeing and building of Tomato Cages. 

Scott has many close ties to the community, including the immediate family support of 
us as parents, uncles, aunts, cousins and friends, all of whom are in the Los Angeles 
area. At the time of his arrest, he was employed by a Local company where had 
received good reviews and praises by customers of the company. Scott has deep 
family, social, faith, employment and financial connections to the community. 
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Scott earned his Eagle Scout with a local troop. and plans to someday work with that 
troop as an adult leader. Since age five, he was active in park League sports. This 
included junior high school football and basketball and in high school, where he 
played football until receiving a severe concussion. He then started theater. which he 
Loved. His older brother. Adam. lives in Redmond, Washington and is a homeowner 
there. He and Scott are close. and communicate on a regular basis. Scott is very 
considerate of us and other family members. ranging from regularly brushing the pool, 
to helping install holiday Lights. to any number of other tasks he's asked to do. At a 
moment's notice. he will volunteer to run errands or help others. Our family has been 
a member of Sinai Temple since 1925 and count five generations as members. 

With respect to financial bail, we are agreeable to posting a reasonable cash bond 
and/or pledging the equity in our home of 25 years. which would be in excess of 
$1,000,000. Scott also has approximately $60,000 of his personal funds that may 
posted as bail. We understand that that the bail and/or property could be forfeited if 
Scott were to violate any conditions of his release on bond. 

During the pandemic. with three of us at home. we have enjoyed a close relationship 
with Scott - we regularly played games. and he expanded his range of cooking. He 
constantly expresses concern for how we are doing. He also has a cat, Iris. which he 
is very attached to. Scott is always asking if she is safe and happy. Scott can't wait to 
be reunited with us, and we with him. 

We know that Scott is not a danger to anyone. and that he will Live up to all terms of 
release. Thank you for considering our input. 
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Grant Hester
Founder at Linchpin
350 North Glendale Avenue Suite 829,

Glendale, CA 91206

P 800-780-5583 E srant@linchpin-i-t.com
W http.//www. linchpi n-it. com/

July 29, 2021,

Attention: United States District Court

Your honor:

I have known the Berkett family for more than 25 years. Jeff Berkett
and I have been friends and business colleagues during that entire time.
Scott has been working for us for almost 2years as lT engineer and
programmer.

Scott has worked for me for years and I have known him for 5 years.

Many of our clients commented that he was a great engineer and nice

to work with.

ldon't believe Scott be well a threat anyone if he is released on bai! and

I don't believe he would be a flight risk and would show up as required.

Please Let me know if I can provide additional support for Scott.

Sincerely,

Grant Hester

,/,1*4
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AnnaBella Thomason

Los Angeles, CA, 90066

07/28/2021

Re: Scott Quinn Berkett

To Your Honor

I have known Scott since I was 14 years old, he was my closest high school friend and even
years later we still meet up with one another on occasion either with just each other, or with our
other high school friends we’ve stayed in contact with. I would say that in a very real sense, I am
one of Scott’s closest friends and know many things about him including most of his struggles.

I have known Scott to be a friendly and easygoing man who has always been kind to me. He
likes to do the normal things any young adult does and we would play games and hang out with
one another when he came over. It was surprising to me when I heard of what he’s been
accused of since I wouldn’t think of him as the kind of person capable of doing something like
this. He always seemed to follow the rules around me, even when I was more prone to rule
breaking and doing silly things for fun, he would be less likely to follow and nervous about even
breaking school rules.

I do not believe Scott to be a threat to the community or to any persons if he were to be
released, as mentioned he was always more rules oriented so I believe he can be counted on to
stay in place and listen to the orders of the judge. He is an upstanding man, and I believe him to
be a solidly good person.

Sincerely,
AnnaBella Katherine Thomason
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